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The paper
This paper is one chapter in my current book project, tentatively titled Changing Referents:
Theorizing Across Time and Space, which uses a series of Chinese conversations from the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to grapple with the methodological dilemmas of
interpreting across historical and cultural difference. The project therefore departs from
many recent attempts to engage typically-marginalized (“non-Western”) bodies of thought, in
that these attempts usually take their goals and methodology from the very Eurocentric
discourse they set out to critique.
This paper draws from a specific Chinese conversation which claimed “Chinese origins for
Western knowledge” (西學中源 Xi xue Zhong yuan), a reformist idea which gained
momentum beginning in the 1860s. Although dismissed by historical commentators as
culturally chauvinist, instrumentally strategic, or simply naïve, the claim of Chinese origins

was actually invoked by radical reformers, not conservatives, signaling that it does something
more than shore up Chinese parochialism. I argue that the claim actually helps reformers
comprehend the differences presented by foreign knowledge as identical to those already
authorizing innovation within their existing activity of knowledge-production. I follow them
in exploring this question of how cultural otherness may or may not be different from the
historical otherness already found in our existing canons of thought. I go on to argue that we
must broach something like a China-origins claim if we are to see typically-marginalized
(“non-Western”) thought as part of what disciplines our current theory-production, rather
than serves simply as its target of inclusion. Doing so, we blur self/foreign binaries and
enable future innovation of thought on radically new terms.
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